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Summary

Pressure-dependent elasto-mechanical, thermoelectric and thermodynamic

properties of two direct band gap halide perovskites MYbF3 (M = Rb, Cs)

have been investigated using density functional theory calculations. These

calculations were carried out within Wein2k simulation code aided by general-

ized gradient approximation, Charpin method, BoltzTrap package and quasi-

harmonic Debye model. The computed elastic constants (C11, C12 and C44) are

all positive and follow the mechanical stability criteria within the applied pres-

sure range (0-15 GPa). The obtained mechanical properties show that both

the compounds are stiffer and oppose changes in the shape and volume up to

a great extent. Moreover, MYbF3 compounds are ductile and bonded with cen-

tral forces whereas exhibiting unique properties in different crystallographic

positions as shown by Zener anisotropic factor values. Thermoelectric parame-

ters in the temperature range 200 to 800 K suggest these compounds for com-

mercial thermoelectric device engineering due to low thermal conductivity,

high electronic conductivity and moderate values of the figure of merit. The

overall effect of thermodynamic parameters shows these compounds can with-

stand high temperature and pressure. The calculations specified these mate-

rials ideal for renewable energy generation.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Developing advanced, cost-effective and non-hazardous
materials for practical use in renewable energy devices is
an active area of research around the globe.1,2 Generation
of renewable energy needs innovative and tunable proper-
ties in materials for use in high-efficiency optoelectronic
and thermoelectric devices. Halide perovskites are well-
known in such perspective.3-7 ABX3 represents this class of
materials where A cation is taken from alkali or alkaline
earth metals, B cation from transition or post-transition or
non-transition metals whereas X anion is taken from halo-
gen.8,9 Ideally, they crystallize in cubic forms in which A
cation is 9- to 12-fold coordinated by X ion while B cation
is sixfold coordinated by surrounding X ions. These mate-
rials exhibit fascinating properties such as ferroelectricity,10

semiconductance,11 superconductivity,12 catalytic activity,13

ionic conductivity14 and thermoelectricity.15 Moreover,
their band gap values mostly fall in the infrared and visible
range of electromagnetic radiation so they have motivated
researchers for their use in renewable energy devices.
Furthermore, they have the additional advantage of tun-
able physical properties with pressure and temperature.16-18

On the basis of such characteristics, they have potential
applications in vast areas of technology like multiferroic
devices, solid oxide fuel cells, high Curie temperature
superconductor,19,20 energy domains, sensors, optoelectron-
ics and field-effect transistors.21-23

Various attempts have been made both experimentally
and theoretically for the investigation of halide perovskites
in the last decade.24 Two crucial members of halide perov-
skites are cesium- and rubidium-based fluoro-perovskites
viz; RbYbF3 and CsYbF3. Their structural properties were
experimentally and analytically explored elsewhere,25-30

while a detailed first principle study on structural, elec-
tronic and optical properties under pressure was reported
recently by Ullah et al31 and Ali et al.32 These studies show
that MYbF3 (M = Rb, Cs) compounds have perfect cubic
geometry as well as direct band gap, falling in the visible
limit of electromagnetic radiation. Therefore, they are
much suitable for optoelectronic applications. Moreover,
their tunable properties with the applied pressure make
them a perfect material for pressure sensors. Though vari-
ous physical properties of these compounds for vast appli-
cations have been studied, their elasto-mechanical and
thermal properties are still unexplored. Although, one can
deduce their optoelectronic functionalities but not their sta-
bility under high physical stress and high temperature. We,
therefore, report the elasto-mechanical, thermoelectric and
thermodynamic properties of MYbF3 (M = Rb, Cs) investi-
gated under pressure by first-principles density functional
theory (DFT) calculations via FP-LAPW technique taking
Wu-Cohen generalized gradient approximation (GGA)33 as

exchange-correlation potential. It has been found that this
halide perovskite tolerates high mechanical stress and high
temperature and are suitable for thermoelectric device
applications.

2 | COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

The optimized structural parameters are taken from our
recent work31,32 employed in the wein2k code.34 Using
the optimized structure, three elastic constants for cubic
MYbF3were computed through the density functional
theory-based Charpin method.35 A dense mesh of 1000k
points was taken in the first Brillouin zone. Modified
Beck-Johnson potential Equation (1)36 along with GGA of
Wu-Cohen33 was implemented for self-consistent filed for
evaluating thermoelectric and thermodynamic properties.
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We have implemented BoltzTraP (Boltzmann transport
properties) code38 for thermoelectric properties whereas
the thermodynamic parameters were investigated via
quasi-harmonic Debye model,39 where the non-equilibrium
Gibbs function G* (V, P, T) is given by

G V ;P;Tð Þ=E Vð Þ+PV +Avib Θ Vð Þ;Tð Þ ð3Þ

where E(V) and PV are unit cell energy and hydrostatic
pressure condition, respectively. Avib is the vibrational
Helmholtz free energy while ΘD(V) represents Debye
temperature. The equilibrium state is obtained by mini-
mizing G* with respect to V.

3 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 | Elastic and mechanical results

Elastic properties explain the deformation in a compound
under external pressure. Pressure alters the mechanical
properties such as stiffness, stability and even the phase
structure of a material. Therefore, it is very important to
know the mechanical behavior of a compound before it is
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used in device fabrication. Mechanical properties explain
the possible micro-cracks in a compound during the
growth process and suggest its suitability for industrial
applications.40 Three elastic constants: C11, C12 and C44

are used to evaluate the elastic properties of cubic mate-
rials41 and are given by the following relations.42

C11 = 4:133TαBT +
e2

4r4
A1=6−1:733B1 + A2=2−2:0666B2½ �

ð4Þ

C12 = 3:066TαBT +
e2

4r4
A1=6−1:3666B1 + A2=2−1:5333B2½ �

ð5Þ

C44 = −2:0666TαBT +
e2

4r4
A1=6−1:3666B1 + A2=2−1:5333B2½ �

ð6Þ

where,

TαBT =
e2

4r4
0:3392ε2 +B1−B2
� � ð7Þ

The terms A1, A2, B1 and B2 are the short-range param-
eters as defined elsewhere42 and α represents thermal
expansion43 and BT is the isothermal bulk modulus. C11

elucidates the axis elasticity of the unit cell, C12 is the trans-
verse expansion resistance and C44 is the shear deformation
resistance, the latter two describe elasticity in the shape
caused by transverse strain in the structure.44 The idea
of these elastic constants is presented pictographically in

Figure 1. Table 1 shows that the C11, C12 and C44 are all
positive and follow the general criteria of mechanical
stability,42 that is, (C11-C12) > 0, (C11 + 2C12) > 0 and
C44 > 0. These constants are depicted as shown in Figure 2.
The applied pressure (0-15 GPa) increased the values of
elastic parameter (Table 1), the reason behind is the
increase in density with the reduction of unit cell volume.

Furthermore, the computed elastic parameters were
used to calculate other mechanical properties such as
bulk modulus (B), shear modulus (G), Young modulus
(E), Poisson ratio (ν), Pugh's ratio (B/G), Cauchy
pressure (CP) and anisotropy (A) with the help of
Equations (8) to (15).45

B=
C11 + 2C12

3
ð8Þ

G=
GV +GR

2
ð9Þ

GV =1=5 C11−C12 + 3C44ð Þ ð10Þ

GR =
5C44 C11−C12ð Þ

4C44 + 3 C11−C12ð Þ ð11Þ

E=
9GB

3B+G
ð12Þ

ν=
3B−2G
2 3B+Gð Þ ð13Þ

CP=C12−C44 ð14Þ

FIGURE 1 Cubic elastic constants representation as a derivative from stress and strain relations [Colour figure can be viewed at

wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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A=
2C44

C11−C12
ð15Þ

B, G and E, respectively, represents the opposition of
the material to change in volume, withstanding change
in shape and the stiffness of the material. All the calcu-
lated values along with the elastic constants are given in
Table 1. There are no other experimental and theoretical
results available in the literature for the elastic constants
of MYbF3, to compare our results with. However, these
results may serve as a reference for mechanical properties
calculations in the future.

The large values of B and G indicate the MYbF3 com-
pounds are hard and can withstand the change in volume
and shape, while the E values represent the given com-
pound are stiffer in nature. The calculated values are
observed to increase when pressure is applied. These
characteristics favor the use of these compounds for
mechanical applications where hard and stiffer materials
are the priority.

The nature of bonding forces in MYbF3 was examined
using υ. For the central type forces, the ν should fall in
the range from 0.25 to 0.5.46 In case of MYbF3, the bond-
ing forces in MYbF3 are central type as predicted by the

TABLE 1 Computed values of elastic and mechanical parameters of MYbF3 (M = Rb, Cs)

C11 (GPa) C12 (GPa) C44 (GPa) B (GPa) G (GPa) E (GPa) υ B/G C12-C44 A

RbYbF3

0 GPa 128.89 24.88 10.89 59.55 21.63 57.88 0.33 2.75 13.99 0.20

5 GPa 146.96 45.57 12.49 79.36 22.82 62.48 0.36 3.47 33.08 0.24

10 GPa 199.11 46.52 20.51 97.38 35.90 95.92 0.33 2.71 26.01 0.26

15 GPa 265.56 48.84 25.57 121.08 47.75 126.61 0.32 2.53 23.27 0.23

CsYbF3

0 GPa 141.19 20.95 15.66 61.03 27.84 72.49 0.30 2.19 5.29 0.26

5 GPa 145.21 27.59 18.53 66.79 30.08 78.46 0.30 2.22 9.06 0.31

10 GPa 253.03 39.06 20.72 110.38 42.90 113.95 0.32 2.57 18.34 0.19

15 GPa 265.55 57.42 35.38 126.8 55.46 145.21 0.30 2.28 22.04 0.33

FIGURE 2 Pictographic representation of C11, C12 and C44 for MYbF3 (M = Rb, Cs) [Colour figure can be viewed at

wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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values of ν in Table 1. Ductility and brittleness categorize
the materials for their industrial applications. The nega-
tive value of CP and value of B/G less than 1.75 shows
brittle nature, while positive CP and B/G greater than
1.75 indicate ductility of materials.46 From the data listed
in Table 1, it is clear that at all the applied pressures,
the B/G values are greater than 1.75 and CP values are
all positive thereby showing the ductile nature of both
compounds.

Whether a material is grown isotropic or anisotropic,
this can be illustrated from the value of A, where its value
is unity for isotropic behavior while deviation from it
specifies the anisotropic nature of a compound. Our cal-
culated values of A (Table 1) are all less than unity which
shows the MYbF3 are anisotropic compounds and will
have different properties (like optical and mechanical)
in different crystallographic directions. Moreover, the
anisotropic nature remains the same even the pressure is
increased to 15 GPa.

3.2 | Prospects of thermoelectric
properties

In thermoelectric materials, the temperature gradient
induces the charge carrier to move from high- to low-
temperature regions.47 This phenomenon is very useful in
systems where the energy wastes in the form of heat. This
waste heat can be converted back into electrical power by
thermoelectric materials. As a reason, the MYbF3 com-
pounds are investigated for their thermoelectric properties
for renewable energy resources. These properties can be
enhanced by a number of techniques48; even a crystallo-
graphic change can tune a variety of thermoelectric behav-
ior of a material.47 Thermoelectric materials have a diverse
range of practical applications in detectors, cooling systems
and thermoelectric refrigerators.49

Perovskites materials are widely used for this purpose
because of their low thermal conductivity and high
electronic conductivity.50 Moreover, a narrow band gap
semiconductor can be used efficiently for thermoelectric
purposes.51,52 Therefore, in the present work, the
pressure-dependent thermoelectric coefficients including
carrier concentration (n), electrical conductivity (σ), elec-
tronic thermal conductivity (κe), lattice thermal conduc-
tivity (κl), Seebeck coefficient (S) and ground state (0 GPa)
figure of merit (ZT) have been investigated via generalized
semi-classical BoltzTraP package38 integrated into the
wein2k code. This package is based on rigid band approxi-
mation and standard Boltzmann kinetic transport theory.
The pressure is varied from 0 to 15 GPa with a step size of
5 GPa. The relaxation time is taken to be a constant
(τ = 10−14) whereas the temperature is varied from

200 to 800 K. The calculated plots of thermoelectric coeffi-
cients are shown in Figures 3A,B, 4A-F and 5G-J with
corresponding values at 300 K at different pressures in
Table 2.

Figure 3A,B shows the value of carrier concentration
(n) at varied pressure and temperature. It can be seen
that n has a direct while inverse relation with applied
temperature and pressure, respectively. The values at
300 K at different pressures are given in Table 2.

Electrical conductivity σ, calculated for MYbF3, is
shown in Figure 4A,B. From Figure 4A,B, it can be seen
that the values of electrical conductivity increase with the
rise in temperature due to the thermal excitation of the
electrons to the conduction band. Materials having high
electrical conductivity are considered good for thermo-
electric purposes because it overturns the Joule heating
effect. From the plots, it is clear that σ is increasing with
rise both in pressure and temperature, this trend remains

FIGURE 3 Temperature and pressure dependence of Carrier

Concentration for, A, RbYbF3, B, CsYbF3 [Colour figure can be

viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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the same for temperature but becomes opposite for pres-
sure when Rb is replaced with Cs cation. The high elec-
trical conductivity (at 800 K) of RbYbF3 is recorded as

3.75 × 105 Ω−1 m−1 (0 GPa), 4.26 × 105 Ω−1 m−1 (5 GPa),
4.36 × 105 Ω−1 m−1 (10 GPa) and 4.68 × 105 Ω−1 m−1

(15 GPa) whereas for CsYbF3 it is calculated as

FIGURE 4 Temperature- and pressure-dependent curves of, A and B, electronic conductivity, C and D, electronic thermal conductivity,

E and F, lattice thermal conductivity [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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2.12 × 105 Ω−1 m−1 (0 GPa), 2.10 × 105 Ω−1 m−1 (5 GPa),
1.82 × 105 Ω−1 m−1 (10 GPa) and 1.04 × 105 Ω−1 m−1

(15 GPa). It is therefore concluded from Figure 4A,B that
RbYbF3 is a good electrical conductor as compared to
CsYbF3.

Another significant thermoelectric parameter is the
thermal conductivity κ, which is the combined effect of
electronic (κe) and lattice thermal conductivity (κl).53 High
thermal conductivity produces the heating effect in a mate-
rial which results in high carrier resistance, therefore, for a

FIGURE 5 Temperature- and pressure-dependent curves of, G and H, Seebeck coefficient, I and J, Figure of merit [Colour figure can be

viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

TABLE 2 Computed values of

thermoelectric parameters of MYbF3
(M = Rb, Cs) at different pressures

at 300 K

n
(e/uC)

σ
(Ω m)−1

κe
(W/mK)

κl
(W/mK)

S
(μV/K) ZT

RbYbF3

P = 0 GPa 0.7942 2.64 × 105 2.83 3.75 −40.59 0.059

P = 5 GPa 0.6204 3.09 × 105 3.25 8.25 −30.71 0.039

P = 10 GPa 0.4162 3.22 × 105 3.30 13.55 −40.31 0.054

P = 15 GPa 0.2933 3.44 × 105 3.58 19.75 −30.22 0.030

CsYbF3

P = 0 GPa 0.2802 1.53 × 105 1.70 2.27 −10.54 0.006

P = 5 GPa 0.4789 1.42 × 105 1.76 6.48 10.38 0.004

P = 10 GPa 0.3651 1.15 × 105 1.54 10.45 40.64 0.048

P = 15 GPa 0.2581 0.553 × 105 0.95 16.38 200.14 0.079
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good thermoelectric material it should be low enough to
achieve less carrier collision.54,55 Electronic and lattice ther-
mal conductivity calculated at different pressures for the
MYbF3 are shown in Figure 4C-F. For RbYbF3κe increases
linearly with temperature for which the high values at
800 K are recorded as 10.4 W/Km (0 GPa), 11.3 W/Km
(5 GPa), 11.4 W/Km (10 GPa) and 11.8 W/Km (15 GPa).
For CsYbF3 it also increases with temperature attaining the
high values at 800 K as 5.41, 5.04, 4.26 and 1.92 W/Km at
0, 5, 10 and 15 GPa pressure, respectively. The applied
pressure increases κe for RbYbF3, while that for CsYbF3
decreases. BoltzTrap only calculates the electronic contri-
bution of thermal conductivity, therefore for the calcula-
tion of lattice thermal conductivity, we used Slack's
Equation (16).56

κl =
Aθ3DV

1
3m

γ2n2=3T
ð16Þ

The required parameters (Debye temperature θD and
Grüneisen parameter γ) were calculated through quasi-
harmonic Debye approximation.57 The resulted graphs at
different pressures are depicted in Figure 4E,F. For both
the compounds it has an inverse relation with tempera-
ture but direct relation with applied pressure. The values
at different pressure and 300 K temperature are given in
Table 2.

The conversion efficiency of thermoelectric materials
is generally expressed in terms of Seebeck coefficient or
thermopower (S). It can be calculated as the ratio of dif-
ference of voltage to the difference of temperature across
the materials (S = ΔV/ΔT).58,59 Moreover, taking this dif-
ference of potential with respect to temperature at zero
current density also predicts Seebeck coefficient given by
the relation.50

J = −σΔV −σSΔT ð17Þ

where J, ΔV and ΔT are sequentially represented current
density, potential difference and temperature difference.
At zero current density (J = 0), the differential form of
S becomes ΔV = SΔT.

The calculated plots of S for MYbF3 compound are
presented in Figure 5G,H. From the plots, it is clear that
the value of S is decreasing as the temperature rises. The
application of pressure tends the S to be increasing in the
whole temperature region. Maximum observed ground
state value in case of RbYbF3 at 800 K temperature is
−69.5 μV/K, this value reduces to −70.3 μV/K when Rb is
replaced by Cs. Values of the Seebeck coefficients at room
temperature and each applied pressure are tabulated in
Table 2. Moreover, from Figure 5G and Table 2, it can be

observed that the values of S in case of RbYbF3 are all
negative which reveals the n-type semiconducting behav-
ior of RbYbF3. At 0 GPa the CsYbF3 also show the same
behavior but at high pressure (5-15 GPa) the n-type
changes to p-type behavior. Therefore, we can conclude
negative charge as the majority charge carrier in the
former compound, while in the latter compound the
applied pressure enhances positive charge carriers over
the negative. The inverse relation of electrical conductiv-
ity and Seebeck coefficient is the indication of good the-
rmoelectrical behavior of these studied compounds.

The thermoelectric performance of the given mate-
rials is studied by plotting the figure of merit (ZT) at
0 GPa pressure. ZT can be derived from the product of
the square of Seebeck coefficient and electrical conductiv-
ity divide by thermal conductivity. Here in our case, we
have only taken electronic thermal conductivity for the
ZT calculation. The ZT is made dimensionless by multi-
plying T with the obtained result.60,61

ZT =
S2σ
κe

T ð18Þ

The calculated dimensionless ZT as a function of tem-
perature is shown in Figure 5I,J. The ZT value increases
in the whole temperature region. Its values at 800 K
are 0.14 and 0.15 for RbYbF3 and CsYbF3, respectively.
These low values are due to the low thermal conductivity
and low carrier concentration. The values of ZT at differ-
ent pressure values at room temperatures are given in
Table 2.

This study of thermoelectric behaviors of MYbF3 sug-
gests that these compounds could be efficiently used for
thermoelectric renewable energy generation on a com-
mercial level.

3.3 | Thermodynamic properties

Thermodynamic properties comprising of Debye temper-
ature (θD), Grüneisen parameter (γ), thermal expansion
coefficient (α) and specific heat capacity (cv) of MYbF3
were extracted via employing the ground state structural
parameters through quasi-harmonic Debye model.62 The
temperature (200-800 K) and pressure (0-15 GPa) varied
results are as depicted in Figures 6A-D and 7E-H.

Debye temperature is used to figure out other impor-
tant parameters such as melting temperature and specific
heat capacity (Equation 20). Furthermore, it is related to
phonon transfer speed (ν) by the relation63:

θD =
ℏυ
KB

6π2N
� 	1=3 ð19Þ
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where N represents the number of atoms per unit cell
and kB is the Boltzmann constant.64

At constant pressure, the Debye temperature decreases
with the rise in temperature and follows an almost linear
relationship, as shown in Figure 7A,B. On the other side, at a
room temperature (300 K), it increases by 53.21% for RbYbF3
while by 65.86% for CsYbF3, when the external pressure rises
from 0 to 15 GPa. The reported Debye temperatures at 0 GPa
and 200 K are 285.34 K (RbYbF3) and 234.24 K (CsYbF3). As
from Equation (19), the phonon transfer speed has a direct
relation with Debye temperature, so at low temperatures, the
phonon transfer speed of RbYbF3 is heightened as compared
to CsYbF3. The values of 800 K temperature and varied pres-
sures are given in Table 3.

The Grüneisen parameter (γ) provides information
about the change in vibrational frequency in lattice with
applied temperature and characterizes the thermo-elastic
response of a compound.

Its values are calculated and plotted in Figure 6C,D.
It is observed that γ slightly increases with varying tem-
peratures at 0, 5 and 10 GPa pressures, while a significant
increase is noticed at 15 GPa pressure. This increase with
temperature suggests the involvement of phonon in lat-
tice part of thermal conductivity. The calculated value of
γ at 300 K temperature and 0 GPa pressure are 2.40 and
2.42 for RbYbF3and CsYbF3, respectively.

The specific heat capacity (cv) is investigated to
know the capability of studied compounds for tolerating
the externally applied temperature. Dulong-Petit law and
Einstein model explains cv curve at high-temperature region
but unable to explains the experimental relation cv / T3. In
the low-temperature region, the in-phase atomic vibrations
dominate acoustic phonons while in the high-temperature
region, out phase atomic vibrations dominate optical pho-
nons. The optical phonon mode could be easily explained by
individual vibrations while acoustic phonon mode could be

FIGURE 6 Computed plots of, A and B, Debye temperature, C and D, Grüneisen parameter at different pressure and temperatures

[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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explained without considering the vibrational interaction.
Therefore, Debye solves the problem by considering that the
atoms do not vibrate individually with the same frequency.

These are coupled together with a large number of frequen-
cies instead of a single frequency. The mathematical relation
ofCv in-terms of Debye temperature can bewritten as

FIGURE 7 Computed plots of, E and F, specific heat capacity, G and H, volumetric thermal expansion at different pressures and

temperatures [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

TABLE 3 Thermodynamic values

of MYbF3 (M = Rb, Cs) at different

pressures and high temperature (800 K)
θD (K) γ

CV

(Jmol−1 K−1)
α
(K−1)

RbYbF3

P = 0 GPa 240.36 2.60 124 18.2 × 10−5

P = 5 GPa 311.97 2.28 124 8.69 × 10−5

P = 10 GPa 365.15 2.12 123 6.05 × 10−5

P = 15 GPa 407.8 2.02 123 4.77 × 10−5

CsYbF3

P = 0 GPa 183.01 2.85 124 20.5 × 10−5

P = 5 GPa 236.26 2.27 124 10.4 × 10−5

P = 10 GPa 316.63 2.08 124 6.82 × 10−5

P = 15 GPa 358.19 1.98 123 5.25 × 10−5

10 ULLAH ET AL.
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Cv =9R
T
θD


 �3ðXm
0

x4ex

ex−1ð Þ2dx ð20Þ

where θD is the Debye temperature, R is the ideal gas
constant and N is the number of atoms.65 Our plotted
results of cv are depicted in Figure 7E,F against pressure
and temperature, which clarify that both the compounds
display an abrupt increase in cv with the rise in tempera-
ture up to 550 K, behind 550 K, the slope gradually slows
down and at higher temperatures, it becomes constant.
This is consistent with the Dulong-Petit limit satisfied
by the Debye model.66 The values for cv at 0 GPa and
800 K were computed to be 124.78 and 124.79 J mol−1 K
for RbYbF3 and CsYbF3, respectively. The pressure appli-
cation reduced the values of specific heat capacity. The
specific heat capacity values (Table 3) shows the high
potential of MYbF3 to sustain external temperatures.
Additionally, CsYbF3 has relatively greater thermal sta-
bility as compared to RbYbF3.

Figure 7G,H depicts the change in the volume the
thermal expansion coefficient (α) with external pressure
and temperature using the relation (21) as

α=
γCv

BTV
ð21Þ

Here, BT, V and CV are the isothermal bulk modulus,
unit formula volume and specific heat at constant vol-
ume, respectively.

From the figures, we can state that the volume of
these compounds expands as the temperature rises, this
volumetric expansion is slightly observed at high pres-
sures (10 and 15 GPa) while this effect is majorly per-
ceived at low 0 GPa pressure. The values of α at different
pressures and 800 K temperature are given in Table 3.

Due to the unavailability of any theoretical or experi-
mental data, we could not compare our results. Still we
hope, the present calculations can serve as reference data
for future work regarding the thermodynamic properties
of these perovskites.

4 | CONCLUSION

In this investigation, a broad study of pressure-dependent
(0-15 GPa) elastic, mechanical, thermoelectric and ther-
modynamic properties of MYbF3 (M = Rb, Cs) is carried
out within highly precise DFT using FP-LPAW scheme
programmed in Wein2k simulation code. The elastic con-
stants are computed using Charpin method. The elastic
constants are all positive and follow the stability criteria,
therefore the given compounds are mechanically stable

at all applied pressures. The mechanical behavior studied
through bulk modulus, shear modulus, Young's modulus,
and anisotropy factor reveals the stiffer, hard and aniso-
tropic nature of the herein studied compounds. More-
over, allowed values of Poisson's ratio and Cauchy
pressure disclose the compounds are ductile and have
central forces between the constituent atoms. On the
basis of mechanical properties, we believe that these
compounds can resist any change in volume, shape and
are mechanically stable in their respective device-based
applications. Boltzmann theory and Slack's model are
used for the calculation of thermoelectric properties. The
pressure and temperature (200-800 K) reliant thermoelec-
tric properties are calculated in terms of electronic con-
ductivity, thermal conductivity (electronic and lattice),
Seebeck coefficient and figure of merit. These parameters
show changes with pressure which make these studied
perovskites suitable for converting thermal energy into
electrical energy due to their high electronic conductivity,
low thermal conductivity and high conversion efficiency
at low temperatures. Our calculated thermodynamic
coefficients clarify that MYbF3materials can work at high
temperatures. Pressure inclusion reduced the values of
Grüneisen parameter, specific heat capacity and volumet-
ric thermal expansion while the increase is observed in
Debye temperature. The values acquired in this work rec-
ommend the MYbF3 for mechanical and thermo-elec-
tronic-based devices.
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